
About New Metatron 4025 Hunter

What's Metatron 4025 Hunter ?

Simply saying, it is an advanced Non-Invasive Diagnostic Device for

physical examination & analysis system, using the light wave resonance

to scan and detect the functional status of the Human body or to trace

the gradually formed abnormal conditions in the tissue, cell,

chromosome, DNA helix, molecule or entire organ, then provides

treatment.



Metatron 4025 Hunter Application areas:
.Chronic-degenerative illnesses of all kinds, autoimmune diseases,adjunct therapy to
tumors.
.Weak immune system,chronic infections.
.Acute and chronic pain and inflammations.
.Fatigue,exhaustion,sleep disorders,depressions, migraine,psychosomatic illnesses,
allergies,eczema, neurodermatitis.
.Hormonal disturbances, menopausal difficulties, PMS
.Old age illnesses.
.Pediatrics: growth problems, behavioral difficulties.
.Spinal symptoms:back pains,pains in joints, tensions, arthritis.
.Injuries,bone fractures
.Sports medicine, preparation for competition.

Metatron 4025 Hunter Recognizes and Treats:
.Osteo-skeletal system(bones,joints,muscles,etc.)
.Lymphatic system,lymph nodes individual
.Vascular system(coronary vessels,arteries,veins,capillaries).
.Nervous system,(brain,spinal cord,hypothalamus, pituitary)
.Urogenital system(kidney,bladder,ovaries,uterus, prostate)
.Respiratory system(lungs,trachea,bronchi,etc.)
.Digestive system (stomach,intestines,esophagus,liver,etc.)
.Endocrine system(thyroid,adrenal glands,etc.)
.Bacteria,fungi,viruses and parasites.
.Blood components,hormones and enzymes.
.Allergens and environmental toxins.
.Food ,berbs,homeopathics,pharmaceuticals etc.

The studies showed that the new Metatron 4025 Hunter is really a huge step
forward in the development of the NLS Systems. Within seconds the "Metatron 4025
Hunter" finds by itself the origin of tumors and hereditary diseases. So the Metatron
4025 Hunter is beyond everything one could imagine in the past.

This overwhelming results were realized throughout the completely new 3-D
Spiral-Scanning-Method. Metatron 4025 Hunter was enlarged with hundreds of new
virtual pictures.

The Metatron 4025 Hunter finds by himself the DNA fragments with the most
information loss. If these deviations on the DNA fragment-level are balanced, a lot of
symptoms all over the body can disappear.

The Metatron 4025 Hunter to describe all-embracing is not possible, you should
experience by yourself!



Together with improvement of Metatron 4025 Hunter hardware, the software is
being improved also. Metatron 4025 Hunter is a new, revolutionary step in software
creation. Hundreds of virtual models, starting with chromosomes, DNA and cells and
up to models of organs and joints, were added to Metatron 4025 Hunter.

Also the algorithm of the software
was renewed, thus the
effectiveness and reliability of
researches was increased. The
most significant addition to
Metatron 4025 Hunter – is a
module called Metatron 4025

Hunter, which allows revealing of oncological on early stages. New user interface of
the software is intuitively obvious; all symbols are visual and easy to remember.

Metatron 4025 Hunter together with new models of Metatron 4025 Hunter are
considered to be a leader in non-linear diagnostics sphere, and medical certificate
allows using of the system everywhere.

The main feature of Metatron 4025 Hunter software is function called
“Three-dimensional Scanning”which allows to localize automatically a nidus where
tumor appeared, heritable diseases, etc. and to find the reason of appearance at
genome level, passing one after another histological cuts, cytological cuts,
chromosome sets, separate chromosomes, and go deeper to fragments of DNA helix.

During a research the gross changes in tissues shown on macro cuts are
revealed, and then a research of the histological cuts of the chosen tissues is carried
out in a place of major pathological changes. Then, after histological cut research is
done, the search of significantly changed cells is carried out in order to find changes
in cell structures. This algorithm then goes to the level of chromosome set, looks for
the changes in separate chromosomes, after that starts a research of DNA helix. Also
user may carry out the research of multivariate topological picture and metastatic
disease. It allows additional searching for metastasis in other organs. The researches
are held in automatic mode and user can interrupt it in any moment.



The advantages of our new systemMetatron 4025 Hunter :

- adaptation of a brand new system of continuous scanning developed for
high-performance multidimensional non-linear scanners (metatrons) of Z series, thus
reliability of researches is increased greatly.
- Research speed is increased more than 5 times.
- The main peculiarity of Metatron 4025 Hunter is ‘multidimensional virtual scanning’
that allows automatically localize a nidus of tumor, hereditary diseases and reveal a
reason of its appearance at genome level, by sequential passing through histological
and cytological sections, chromosomes and going deeper to fragments of DNA
molecule.

Introduced for the first time in ‘Metatron 4025 Hunter’ software:
- all peculiar to Homo Sapiens species anatomical, histological, cytological structures
including ultramicroscopic ones.
- spectrums of minerals and gems, it allows to select according to individual
biocompatibility a gem for permanent carrying or apply lithotherapy – healing
treatment of organism by mineral radiated spectrum.
- a possibility to evaluate not only tissues of human organism, but also an ultra
structure of microbial agents, viruses, helminthes, rickettsia, toxoplasms and trace on
which parts of bacterial cell various antimicrobial medications influence.
- ‘iridodiagnostics’ and ‘auricolodiagnostics’ modes.
- selection of homeopathic medications with potency taken into consideration.
- introduced ‘Smart-filter’ function for handy and quick automatic selection of
spectral processes and medications with process topology taken into account.
- Database of medical products, food supplements and homeopathic remedies
significantly extended.



TREATMENT with Metatron 4025 Hunter:
Metatron 4025 Hunter shows in which development stage the disorder is in and

if the process is acute or chronic. Furthermore with a new added function it is
possible to determine how the disorder will develop in the future. This allows to
discover if a therapy is suitable or if the body can solve the problem by itself.

Metatron 4025 Hunter determines not only the type of disorder but also
identifies the severity of the disorders. After the measurement, the Metatron 4025
Hunter can treat the client with the function META Therapy, Phytotherapy, Stone
Therapy, Acupuncture Therapy and Iris Therapy.

The treatment is carried out on eight levels: the first on the molecule, and then
the ultrastructure, DNA helix, chromosome, nucleus, cell, tissue, up to the entire
organ, making it the very effective and successful. The user can observe the
effectiveness directly on the screen. A comparative analysis shows the changes that
take place before and after treatment.

According to the same principles, Metatron 4025 Hunter is capable of
measuring oscillations of remedies such as food supplements, homeopathic
remedies, etc. By means of this function, it can find the most efficient remedy for the
patient. Metatron 4025 Hunter can identify which therapeutic remedy works best
and which burdens are present.
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FEATURES:
Frequency of internal generator - 4,9GHz
Average time of scanning - 2 sec
Accuracy of researches:

Anatomical structure 85-98%
Histological models 85-90%
Genetic and chromosomal models 80-90%

Number of computer graphic models of organs and tissues - 1432
Number of digitized spectral etalons of preparations and processes - 13933

Testing of spectral etalons:
A # ORGANOPREPARATIONS
B # BIOCHEMICAL HOMEOSTASIS
C # PATHOMORPHOLOGY
D # MICROORGANISMS AND HELMINTHS
E # ALLOPATHY
F # HOMEOPATHY
G # PHYTOTHERAPY
H # LITOTHERAPY
I # ALLERGENS
J # FOOD
K # NUTRICEUTICALS AND PARAPHARMACEUTICALS
L # MICROELEMENTS
M # THERAPEUTIC COSMETOLOGY
All Toxins
Acupuncture
Amino Ac. Table
Anti-Age Table
Bio-M-E Table
Bio-organ Table
Bio-Specific Table
Bone Diseases
Brain Anatomical
Brain Disorder Table
Brain Process
Brain Tune Table
Cell-Com
Chromosomes
Conflict Matrix
Conflicts P-38
Dental Diseases
Dental Materials



Dermatomes
Digestive diseases
Digestive System
EarEye Anatomy
EarEye Diseases
Emotion Matrix
ExtraSymptoms
FrexFreq
Gemstones
Gene Table
Geopathic Stress
Heart & Cond. Sys.
Heart Diseases
Homeopathic
Hormones, Female
Hormones, Male
Injury &Trauma
Inner Self Process
Iridology Table L
Iridology Table R
Lymph Diseases
Lymph
Meridian Table
Miasm Table
Mineral Table
Muscle Diseases
muscles
Mystic Process
N.E.P. Profile
Nerves
Nervous system diseases
Other toxins
Personal toxins
Profession probability
Relationship matrix
Relaxation process
Respiratory diseases
Respiratory
Rife Table
Sarcode table
Self-evaluation Hint
Sinuses
SinusThroat Diseases
Solution Process



Spinal Conditions
Spinal Table
SpinalAnatomy
Sport Hormones
Susceptibility Index
Teeth List
TMJ Points
Vitamin Table
Acid-alkaline balance
Spectrograms of healthy organs
Toxic stress load
Contaminants
Supplements
The Energy- Burdened
Symptomatic agents - wideband

Main functions:
Bacterial research
Ultrastructure
Identifying of nidus borders
Vegeto-test
Smart-filter
Entropy analysis
NLS analysis
Comparative analysis

Alternative diagnostics:
Evaluation of BAP at hands and feet
Auriculodiagnostics
Iridology



Correcting actions:
Meta-therapy
Lithotherapy
Phytotherapy
Preparation making

HOW DOES IT WORK?

All the information about the state of your body is delivered to the brain. We
use special trigger sensors which are shaped as headphones in order to connect to it.
Furthermore, we use cutting-edge software in order to obtain this data, to decode it
and to create an onscreen display in the form of three-dimensional models of organs,
tissues and cells.

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD

Bio-resonance or NLS-diagnostics aim at obtaining information about the state
of your health using computer and special programs. The data about an objective
state of body tissues, cells, chromosomes and even hormones are being transmitted
in real-tie and instantly decoded in the form of specific diagnoses and
recommendations.

BIORESONANCE TECHNOLOGY



Bioresonance is basically the interaction between the organisms and their
frequency patterns that enclose or reverberate due to the movement of the
organisms. Bioresonance technology works in collaboration with the Metatron 4025
Hunter biofeedback devices that are known as ‘brain machines’ or psycho-physical
amplifiers.

RANGE

People who fall under any of the following categories are welcome, advised
and will find benefit in using and having a Metatron 4025 Hunter device: Physicians,
Naturopaths, Osteopaths, Chiropractors, Dietitians, Licensed Nutritionists, Nurse
Practitioners, Registered Nurses, Physician Assistants, Integrative Medicine/CAM
Program Directors, Practitioners of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) and
Complementary Medicine, Homeopaths, Massage Therapists, Medical SPAS,
Wellness and Fitness Centers, Cosmetic Salons, Pharmacists, Medical Students and
Faculty, Licensed Herbalists, Anti-aging and other Alternative Medicine Practitioners.

No doubt, Metatron 4025 Hunter will be your new corporate business model in
coming future. It conveys the positive effects and the deep impression on your
clients, holds their attention and makes them come back again and again to your
business circle. It creates a lot of benefits and makes a lot of money from the
following ways in expanding markets on preventive medical fields, medical checkup
and its follow-up products or peripheral commodities for a long-term period.

Package Includes:

Aluminum case x1



Metatron Device Host x1 Bio-inductor x1

USB Power cable x1 Bio-inductor cable x1

CD x1 Dongle x1



Resonant chamber x1 Extra Bio-inductor sleeve x2


